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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The grant proposing introduction tutorial for young researchers is undergoing revision at Karlstad 
University. The Grants and Innovation Office (GIO) has requested suggestions for improvements from 
researchers. This document is a review of the existing document, including suggestions, critique and 
recommendations for complementary information in support of the GIO presentation at the Computer 
Science Department on March 29, 2017. 
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1 Review of current version 
The presented review is based on version accessed 23.Mar. 20171 

1.1 General suggestions 
The document may reference established handbooks and tutorials, e.g. [5] and [7]. 

1.1 Chapter 1 – Develop your idea 

1.1.1 Section “Networking” 
This section only mentions networking with researchers. However many funders require industry 
involvement and internationalization efforts. The networking section should include suggestions on how 
to build a network into national and European industry (see 2.1) 

1.1.2 General comments 
The “idea” should be discussed from various perspectives. The proposing researcher should know the 
differences between various project activities and research timelines when proposing for excellent 
science, applied research, innovation-related research, or industry product research.  

The section doesn’t provide any guidance on how to choose the right type of funding to support personal 
research goals or career choices. The tutorial should help choosing the right kind of ambition, instrument 
and funding goal for the personal ambition before looking for a funder. I propose to develop guidance 
for young researchers that should explain different funding goals, such as: 

• Individual scholarships; 
• Funding for own salary (e.g. for a postdoc position or “proposing for survival” in externally 

funded organizations); 
• Funding research students; 
• Funding own research group members; 
• Direct industry funding; 
• Travel and networking grants; 
• Teaching exchange grants (such as ERASMUS+); 

An essential piece of information should be the time horizon of planned grant proposing activities. 
Depending on the particular instrument, awareness of annual cut-off dates, program plans and strategic 
objectives of programs will be important. In general, a researcher should have awareness of the next 3 
years’ strategic program goals with the important funders, and should in addition have good oversight 
over cut-off dates with smaller or local funders. Young researchers might not be aware of the turnover 

                                                           
1 Available on Inslaget, https://inslaget.kau.se/forskning/forskningsstod/grant-life-cycle-researchers-handbook  

https://inslaget.kau.se/forskning/forskningsstod/grant-life-cycle-researchers-handbook
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times of grant reviewing and grant processing (see e.g. Massimo Mecella’s tutorial2). The tutorial should 
contain examples for typical turnaround times between proposing and project start. 

Orientation on proposing overhead (work hour cost spent on proposing), as suggested in 2.2 below, 
should be very useful in this part of the tutorial. 

Finding one’s role in a grant proposal, and consequently one’s role in the project is an important aspect 
of proposing. Any grant larger than a personal scholarship will involve other partners, project leaders, 
coordinators, boards, principal investigators and many other roles. While the proposer usually aspires to 
receive as much funding for research work as possible, some funding instruments require e.g. project 
managers and coordinators. An introduction to various roles in projects (e.g. in large-scale EU research 
projects) and their implication for day-to-day work should be useful to add to either Section 1 or Section 
3. 

1.2 Chapter 2 – Find your funder 
• I propose to add a list of successful proposers who received grants to this part of the tutorial. 

They could be asked for guidance on where to propose. See section 2.2 below for suggestions on 
collecting internal knowledge and finding mentors. 

• An additional way of finding the right funder is searching the internet for ongoing or recently 
finished projects related to the proposer’s idea. Most funders maintain a list of projects with 
thematic classification, and in addition most projects maintain web pages with project 
deliverables and publication lists. A survey of such related projects is essential for idea 
development anyway – and as a side effect, the funders of the respective grants can get assessed. 
The tutorial should provide guidance on finding related projects and grants, e.g. by providing a 
linked list to the most relevant funders’ web pages that list approved grants and projects (e.g. EU 
Cordis, European Research Council, Nordforsk and the national research councils of the 
European countries). 

1.3 Chapter 3 – Develop your proposal 
• In general, the sections on budget and HR could be greatly improved by providing links or names 

of financial officers and HR persons, including their particular expertise with funders and funding 
instruments. I presume that some financial officers will have specialized on particular funding 
instruments (e.g. EU with its quite challenging end ever-updating financial guidelines). Such a list 
should enable proposers to find a competent person quickly. 

• A section on “How a reviewer reads and evaluates your proposal” should get added. Here, links 
to the evaluation guideline documents for popular instruments should get linked. Possibly, 
example reviews from past projects could serve as a reference.  See, for example, the IDEAL-IST 
evaluation workshop documentation from 20143 (some valuable lessons about how reviewers 
look at budgets can be learned from slide 20 on in Tom MacKinlay’s “How to make a proposal”4. 

                                                           
2 http://www.uniroma1.it/sites/default/files/allegati_notizie/Corso%2021e22_11_13%20Mecella.pdf  
3 https://www.ideal-ist.eu/sites/default/files/D5-4-Evaluation-WS-Report%20v1_2.pdf  
4http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/ict_psp/documents/3_how_to_make_a_proposal_call3_infoda
y%20.pdf  

http://www.uniroma1.it/sites/default/files/allegati_notizie/Corso%2021e22_11_13%20Mecella.pdf
https://www.ideal-ist.eu/sites/default/files/D5-4-Evaluation-WS-Report%20v1_2.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/ict_psp/documents/3_how_to_make_a_proposal_call3_infoday%20.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/activities/ict_psp/documents/3_how_to_make_a_proposal_call3_infoday%20.pdf
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• Some guidance on collaborative writing and editing proposals could get provided, e.g. see [6]. 

1.3.1 Section “Research Ethics Committee” 
• This section doesn’t contain any useful information that would help a proposer. It should contain 

a link to the ethics committee, and it should, in addition, provide information on how the 
committee is supposed to get informed, including document templates, checklists and a timeline 
document that provides information on how long an approval process will take.  

• A database with examples from past grant proposals should be most helpful to young 
researchers. 

• Personal contact with a committee member for mentorship should be very useful in cases where 
the proposing activity causes the very ethical issue demanding approval. 

1.3.2 Section “Research agreements and contracts” 
Here, I miss an introduction into the different kinds of documents that get signed in a proposing and 
grant acceptance process. New proposers may need guidance on how to handle e.g. 

• Non-disclosure agreements; 
• Letters of Intent; 
• Consortium agreements; 
• Statements of liability; 
• Grant contracts; 

In particular the use of letters of intent and non-disclosure agreements as instruments to bind a 
consortium while proposing should be added to the section – best with examples and templates. 

Additional support for all imaginable and unimaginable situations during proposing or project 
management could be addressed with a forum that connects experienced proposers (see 2.3 below). 

1.3.3 Section “Impact of research” 
• Here, the best way to support young proposers’ learning would be a vast collection of examples 

from past proposals. I propose to compile a few examples for each discipline for inspirational 
purposes. 

1.3.4 Section “Publication and open access” 
• Section misses link to Open Access fund provided by rector.  
• Section misses discussion on journal impact factor and journal reputation in ranking lists 

(important for career and grants) in comparison to the risks of publishing in new, yet unknown 
and poorly ranked open access channels. 

• Section misses references to ResearchGate and similar services that publish manuscripts. 
• From experience, I can recommend to manually change the text on the “author copyright form” 

to allow for a private DIVA or web page copy of an article. So far, no publisher has rejected such 
modifications. “Negotiate with your publisher” should be added to this section. 
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• The section should include links to web pages that list predatory journals, e.g. to Beall’s list of 
predatory journals and publishers5. 

1.4 Chapter 4 – Submitting your proposal 
• The “checklist” is not introduced, linked, shown, explained or motivated. Information on where it 

can get obtained, who the proposer should talk to, and how the checklist workflow looks like 
(including timing schedule with respect to proposal delivery date) should be added. 

• The recording of the funders’ decisions should get elaborated. What exactly should get recorded? 
By whom? Do all proposal decisions get recorded, or only those where KAU was the project 
owner? Which parts of the decision get recorded (just the decision letter, or should reviews, 
grading etc. get recorded as well? If so, how do we protect our unfunded proposal texts – our 
business secrets – against abusive extraction though the Swedish open government documents 
legislation? Section 4.4 should elaborate on the protection of proposal ideas that are still “hot” 
against public inquiries. 

• Section 4.1 seems to miss an e-mail-address or recipient for sending checklists. 
• The content of section 4.2 on the EU participant portal seems misplaced in the context of section 

4. If this section is of relevance, it should contain a link to the participant portal, explain how a 
person can register, get approved, find the relevant data (such as the university PIC code), and 
how the LEAR contact can be found. 

1.5 Chapter 5 – Manage your award 
• Section 5.2 should give best-practice guidance on how timesheets can be kept, possibly by listing 

timekeeping tools that support project billing. In particular for EU projects, timesheets are an art 
of its own kind. A section on keeping correct and usable timesheets for both reporting and billing 
seems essential. 

• All mentioned documents (“guidelines for entertainment and representation”, financial 
guidelines, etc.) should get linked in the text. 

• Concerning billing and receipts, guidance on how to handle bills in other currencies, about 
converting exchange rates, handling of 2% credit-card top-up fees in foreign currencies and the 
like should get provided. Certainly they exist somewhere and can get linked into the text? 

• Some reflections about support for project managers and project coordinators that the KAU 
administration will provide for running large-scale projects (e.g. EU) with management overhead 
should be listed, including contact information for the respective departments. I think of project 
management support, financial support in handling financial rules and billing, legal support, and 
similar issues.  

1.6 Chapter 6 – Share your research 
• Differences between scientific publication activities, dissemination, and exploitation should get 

explained. 
• Examples of dissemination and exploitation plans from past projects should get provided here. 

                                                           
5 http://beallslist.com/  

http://beallslist.com/
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• Section 6.1 should in addition to quality discuss the networking and career-building potential of 
channel selection. After all, one meets famous researchers, mentors and future employers when 
submitting to the right conference! Section 6.1 doesn’t acknowledge the conference-based 
publication culture in the technology field. 

• Section 6.2 should mention the perils of viral components of Common Criteria licensing. 
• Social media platforms, publication sharing web pages, science PR and other channels of result 

promotion could get mentioned in section 6. 

2 General suggestions 

2.1 Industry involvement and networking with industry 
1. Maintain a database for reference over industry partners from past proposals sorted by 

discipline, including information about who the project owner and the involved KAU principal 
investigator were. 

2. Compile and maintain a list of relevant Swedish and European meeting places (per industry 
sector) that shows the top trade shows, industry conferences and innovation-related meeting 
places where aspiring researchers could participate or give presentations to network with 
industry. Source information e.g. from the Chamber of Commerce and export-supporting 
societies. 

3. Open a travel fund (similar to the Open Access publishing fund) that would allow young 
researchers or researchers recently arrived in Sweden to obtain travel budget for a number of 
networking trips to Swedish and European networking events, both for industry involvement and 
for participation in e.g. the EU research program workshops, proposer’s days and program 
events. 

2.2 Learn to propose with high quality 
1. Maintain a list or database of KAU researchers who successfully acquired grants. List should be 

attributed with discipline, funder, funding instrument and acquired resources (budget, staff, and 
equipment). List should be used to identify a “mentor” a new researcher can get in contact with 
before submitting to a particular funding instrument. Motivate the mentors e.g. with supplying 
their departments with a mentorship budget to compensate for research time. 

2. Stimulate proposal quality by granting a “success bonus” to successfully acquired grants. The 
bonus could be topping up the grant budget, providing a travel budget, sponsoring extra 
research equipment, or earning of “sabbatical points” to be used later on extended ERASMUS+ 
exchanges. 

3.  Proposing is a time-intensive and expensive activity. Provide examples, figures or a calculator 
tool that helps assessing the necessary proposing overhead for each known funding instrument. 
Data provide should include an estimate of networking, coordination, communication and 
writing hours, including the estimated cost of the used work hours for proposing. Providing this 
information per instrument will help choosing the right instrument. 

4. Young researchers should get involved in reviewing grant proposals together with senior staff. 
Reviewing grant proposals is an important learning experience. 
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2.3 Learn from the experienced: deadlocks, consortium crisis and legal 
difficulties 

• KAU should provide a forum where proposers can address experienced proposers as a group 
(ideally all successful grant proposers at KAU). Unexpected difficulties e.g. with a deadlock in 
resource allocation for partners, consortium crisis situations or never-ending battles between 
industry partners’ law departments can endanger proposal delivery. Experienced proposers have 
seen such issues, and can comment about the creative approaches that saved their proposals or 
projects. This is an essential pool of knowledge on “project crisis management” that should not 
stay untapped. The forum could be an e-mail list, a discussion forum, a closed social media group 
or any other collaboration platform. 

2.4 Proposing as a process 
• Illustrate the re-use of proposals and consortium partners as an “eternal cycle” of elaborated 

ideas and re-connected research partners. There are no “dead” ideas, they just get refined and 
re-submitted. 

• Add a section about how to deal with declined proposals. It could contain instruction on how to 
process the reviews, learn, analyze the consortium and the ideas, and decide what to do next 
with the proposal. 

• Add guidance on how, over a few years and with growing ambition, the scale of proposals grows, 
starting from a scholarship grant up to an international large-scale project. 

3 Suggested reading 
[1] C. L. Ludlow and R. D. Kent, Building a research career. San Diego: Plural Pub., 2011. 
[2] Burroughs Wellcome Fund. and Howard Hughes Medical Institute., Making the right moves : a practical guide 

to scientific management for postdocs and new faculty, 2nd ed. Research Triangle Park, N.C. Chevy Chase, Md.: 
Burroughs Wellcome Fund ;Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 2006. 

[3] R. Boice, Advice for new faculty members : nihil nimus. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2000. 
[4] T. Uller, "External Funding of Doctoral Education: Background and Reflection," Högre utbildning, vol. 6, pp. 65-

75, 2016. 
[5] G. M. Crawley and E. O'Sullivan, The Grant Writer's Handbook - How to Write a Research Proposal and Succeed: 

Imperial College Press, 2016. 
[6] D. F. Beer and IEEE Professional Communication Society., Writing and speaking in the technology professions: a 

practical guide. New York: IEEE Press, 1992. 
[7] M. R. Hoffmann, How to Write Effective EU Proposals – A practical guide on getting funding for Horizon 2020, 

2015, http://www.umc.edu.dz/images/h2020%20BOOK.pdf  
[8] M. S. Jucan and C. N. Jucan, "The Power of Science Communication," Procedia-Social and Behavioral Sciences, 

vol. 149, pp. 461-466, 2014. 
[9] L. M. Kuehne, L. A. Twardochleb, K. J. Fritschie, M. C. Mims, D. J. Lawrence, P. P. Gibson, et al., "Practical 

science communication strategies for graduate students," Conservation biology, vol. 28, pp. 1225-1235, 2014. 
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